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With more new refuges than ever before, things are looking up for wildlife.
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Ross Dixon
Brinawa
NEW SOUTH WALES
Brinawa (‘place of rock lilies’) was purchased as a 40 acre soldiersettler block and is in an isolated, northerly-facing valley west of
Newcastle. The valley is bisected by Wallis Creek, a tumbling,
rocky creek which is a tributary of the Hunter River with its headwaters in the Watagan National Park. This ‘backyard’ with its varied
forests and abundant wildlife has been the family’s playground
and my obsession since 1978.
Growing up near the Royal National Park, I escaped the perceived
pressure of peer and family expectations by going ‘bush’ where
I found the peace and connections I thought I needed. This led
to a degree in entomology, teaching and, now, leading small
groups on environmental tours.
Clearing of choking and impenetrable lantana has been the
largest ongoing project but the satisfaction of watching the
rejuvenation of natural vegetation over decades more than
offsets the years, effort and money involved. What greater
pleasure can there be than walking each morning through
healthy forest you have helped to restore to its natural state?
The creation of pond and wetland areas encourages even more
varied wildlife and walking tracks, initially intended as inroads
into lantana, offer access to steeper, pristine rainforest gullies and

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
After a decade of guiding rainforest tours and 3 years running our
own business, Daintree Wonder Tours, we made up our minds to
purchase a block of land as a sanctuary for native plants and animals
in Australia’s Wet Tropics, home to some of the highest numbers
of rare and threatened plant and animal species in the world.
During our search, we got the ‘scoop’ on the Daintree Ice Cream
Company, established in 1993 and now a world-famous tourist
attraction specialising in home-grown fruit ice creams. The 22 acre
property has an established tropical fruit orchard including Davidson
plum and exotic fruit trees such as black sapote, soursop, araca and
breadfruit; an Australian timber-tree forest; pockets of ancient
rainforest; and a pristine fresh water river.

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Brinawa
waterfalls nearby. Here you will find climax plant communities
which have never been logged with red cedar trees, figs, tallowwoods and some forest giants with 14 metre circumferences.
The bush and its sounds surround guests at Brinawa Bird and
Bush Retreat. At night, it’s the sooty owls, boobooks, frogmouths,
powerful owls, and a myriad of frog and insect species. In the
morning, it’s the kookaburra’s laugh, the lyrebird’s call, and the
screech of king parrots and black-cockatoos. Guests can explore
and find bowerbirds, wombats, echidnas and pink-tongued lizards.
Brinawa is now a place where people can reconnect with the past
as generations of First Australians did, and be part of a future
where a bond with nature is mandatory for society to choose
the right path and make the right decisions in order for the
sustainability of all levels of life. rossdixon.com.au

The Daintree has a special place in our hearts. It is an ancient world
full of natural wonders and we hope that by using our land holistically
we can contribute to a better understanding of rainforest ecosystems,
preserve important habitats and act as stewards for its wildlife.
Above all, we want to demonstrate how successful businesses and
ethical land management can co-exist and enrich one another
when done correctly. daintreeicecream.com.au

We took over the property a year ago, switching to organic farming to
reduce nutrient runoff, a major issue affecting the Great Barrier Reef.
We have planted native ‘companion’ plants to fix nitrogen and
‘sacrificial’ plants to stop pests eating our fruit crops. And we use
compostable ice cream cups which are reused as mulch and
reduce our carbon footprint.
We will soon start revegetating sections to create habitat and food
for native wildlife and corridors for transitory species. We also have
an area for raising orphaned or injured macropods and have made
our property available to scientists conducting important fieldwork—
all while making delicious tropical fruit ice cream.

Jenna Rumney and Dave Mainwaring
Daintree Ice Cream Company
QUEENSLAND
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compostable cups and orphaned macropods

Helen Robertson
Eagle’s Roost
TASMANIA
Five years ago, Ian and I found our patch of paradise here in Tasmania,
combining sustainable living with active conservation. Compromising
Ian’s desire for a sea view with mine to live next to a National Park,
Eagle’s Roost is on the far southwestern corner of Rocky Cape National
Park with views out across Sawyer’s Bay to Stanley.
As a retired zoologist, the first thing I did was set up my trail cameras
in the forest to check out our ‘neighbours’ and my first video haul
included footage of a wombat and two Tasmanian devils. Since then
I have identified 27 Tasmanian devils and found two females with
dens on the property. We’ve had the pleasure of capturing them
both with full pouches waddling down the tracks and also their
joeys exploring for the first time.
I’ve also captured spotted-tail quolls, brushtail possums, ringtail
possums, echidnas, pademelons, Bennett’s wallabies, southern
brown and eastern barred bandicoots and cute little Tasmanian
endemic long-tailed mice. I also got a big surprise to find a giant
freshwater crayfish moving up the dam spillway.
I’ve developed a keen interest in fungi since moving here, identifying
321 species on our block so far. Tasmania’s fungi diversity is truly
astounding. Birdlife is equally diverse and sightings include a pair
of Tasmanian wedge-tailed eagles roosting in a stringybark tree
and the elusive, critically endangered orange-bellied parrot.

WLT Sanctuaries You Can Stay: Eagle’s Roost
An ongoing rehabilitation project involves returning the understory to an acre of forested area previous owners had bulldozed.
A year ago my Ian died and so now Eagle’s Roost is a carbonnegative conservation property that I share with my B&B guests.
I feel very fortunate to be able to manage my small patch for
conservation and to also show others how living sustainably doesn’t
need to involve hardship—just a change in approach.
eaglesroostfarmstaybnb.net.au

Changes to farm management practices have resulted in a return
of frogs to creeks which were worryingly silent when we arrived,
with the number of burrowing crayfish burrows also increasing.

working with nature, not against it
Waminda became our home and passion 21 years ago. Meaning
peace and tranquillity, it represents a safe place for us and wildlife.
The property was previously inhabited by goats so it is not difficult
to imagine the former desert-like appearance, with an almost
complete lack of vegetation.
Over time we have managed to plant and establish local species
and a few non-endemics, including (but not limited to) banksias,
Dundas blackbutts, river gums, lemon-scented gums and tea trees,
along with encouraging the growth of kangaroo paws and a few
spider and donkey orchids. The dryandras and Western Australian
Christmas trees have flourished since the goats have departed.

Bobtail lizards are here in numbers with hardly a day going by
without sightings. Three older bobtails return each season to have
ticks removed and enjoy a fresh, raw egg. Stimson’s pythons and
a range of other snakes were also seen often this summer.
It appears this mini ecosystem is repairing itself and beginning
to function as it perhaps did before it was interfered with. We are
seeing the result of years of work and planning with the block
finally starting to take on the role nature intended. Mind you, we
could not do it without the welcome cooperation of the
environment, and find it far more rewarding and sustainable to
work with nature than to go against it.

With the trees have come the birds, including galahs, 28 parrots,
finches and a few birds of prey. Many others visit and we are
establishing water areas to attract and reward those who do.
We have dingoes which were rescued as abandoned pups, resident
roos who were mostly orphans rescued from parents’ pouches, and
a few emus who have also found their way to Waminda.
Tawny frogmouths are increasingly seen doing impressions of
banksia tree branches, and the often ground foraging rainbow
bee-eaters have returned with numbers on the rise. Recently, we
were privileged to see two echidnas on the block.

Ian and Chaliaw Morris
Waminda Wildlife Sanctuary
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
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Johan Ramerman and Janet Ellis
Wandandian
SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Becoming the owners of Wandandian was unplanned. We were
about to head off to Queensland to house-sit homes and pets
for people for most of 2015 when the opportunity to purchase
this land came. So, within a week we had a look at the property,
met the owner, agreed the price and bought it.
We named this beautiful property in the Murray Lands of South
Australia Wandandian, which apparently means ‘Home of the
Lost Lovers’. This is apt as we had re-met in 2012 after going
out together in the early 1970s.
Wandandian provides us with total peace and quiet yet is only
90 minutes from Adelaide, 15 minutes to the River Murray, and
less than 30 minutes from the Barossa Valley. It is a semi-arid
region which has suffered many years of drought but we find
it a pleasure to live here.
Comprising 32 hectares, it includes mallee eucalypts, various
acacias, blue bushes, saltbushes, silver sheens, rough halganias,
grey copper burrs, sennas, hopbushes, Australian bluebells,
wallaby grasses and fuzzy New Holland daisies. We have red
and western grey kangaroos, emus, southern hairy-nosed
wombats and echidnas. There is also an abundance of reptiles,
including eastern bearded dragons, barking geckos, broad-

banded sand swimmers, nobbi lashtail dragons, eastern
brown snakes and a Murray Darling Basin carpet python.
Birdlife sighted includes superb fairy-wrens, singing honeyeaters,
black-faced cuckoo-shrikes, brown-headed honeyeaters, grey
butcher birds, galahs, mallee ringnecks, spiny-cheeked and whiteeared honeyeaters, white-winged choughs, common bronzewings, thornbills, weebills, willie wagtails and mulga parrots.
We are slowly identifying and recording the flora and fauna
on the property, and plan to include this on a website along
with photos from our wildlife cameras. We have a lot to learn
and hope to be good custodians of this wonderful place and
will also be listing the property under a South Australian
Government Heritage Agreement to ensure it is protected for
future generations.

WLT SANCTUARY
OWNERS
Stringybark has been around 8 years in the making. We began by
looking for a small block where we could build our sustainable dream
home in the bush. After a year or two of weekend forays we found
our 20 acres of bushland with state forest on three sides, a dirt
road and a rough access track—all just a short drive from Ballarat.
Initially we visited about three times a year, camping during the
warmer months. We came to see what was flowering and contemplate
what the future held. We visited sustainable house days and
alternative energy expos to try to consolidate exactly what our
future house might resemble. We considered different sustainable
design and technology features, from straw bale and rammed earth
to earth-core (set into a hill like a Hobbit-hole) before deciding
upon our current home which was completed in early 2015.
Living on site has opened our eyes to the relative abundance of
wildlife that shares our property and we find the plant life
surprisingly rich. We have recorded more than 50 bird species in
the past year, including crimson rosellas, pardalotes, kookaburras
and sacred kingfishers—all of which breed on the property now.

it is thrilling to see wildlife
making our garden their own
Bill and Kathy Elder
Stringybark
VICTORIA
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In line with our planning permit, we are retaining and protecting trees
and shrubs as offset for tree removal due to the build, and the
measures we’ve put in place directly benefit wildlife. This motivates
our groundwork, where we have left stacks of previously felled
timber and stumps as habitat. Our designated tracks minimise
disturbance and we plan to build and install nesting boxes to support
several bird species. Water bowls spread around the house are used
by birds, echidnas and kangaroos and it is thrilling to see wildlife
making our garden their own.
We are so grateful to have turned our sustainable building project
into a wider sustainability program that involves the entire
ecosystem on our block. We continue to work towards providing
a suitable home for ourselves and the wildlife we share it with.

WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

Over 46,500 hectares of
wildlife friendly habitat
New sanctuaries
Existing members

WLT SANCTUARIES NOT ONLY PROTECT VAST AND
IMPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES, BUT ALSO THE SMALLER,
HUMBLER PLACES THAT PROVIDE FOR THE NEEDS OF
ALL WILDLIFE, RARE AND COMMON SPECIES ALIKE.
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WLT’S NETWORK OF ECO-TOURISM PROPERTIES

Sanctuaries You Can Stay

Above: Somewhere Unique, Wollombi NSW

After a call for expressions of interest, the WLT’s Sanctuaries You
Can Stay program is kicking it up a gear in 2016. The program taps
into our extensive network of members who use their properties
for eco-tourism and aims to connect environmentally-minded
people with wildlife-friendly accommodation.
Last month we welcomed three new Sanctuaries You Can Stay to
the WLT network, including Somewhere Unique in Wollombi, NSW.
The sanctuary offers two self-contained retreats on eight hectares of
tranquil natural bushland. Owners Murray and David accepted the
challenge to integrate environmental considerations into all aspects
of their business and offset the carbon footprint generated by their
business with Greenfleet Australia. Somewhere Unique was also the
first accommodation property in the Hunter Valley to achieve
Ecotourism certification through Ecotourism Australia.
The Sanctuaries You Can Stay section on the WLT website is now up,
with a more interactive feature coming in our imminent web upgrade.
We’re also providing free advertising and promotion via our website
and social media channels, along with features in publications by
Humane Society International and our international partners.
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Inala, Bruny Island TAS

Cloudlands, Katoomba NSW

Sanctuaries You Can Stay— see the Resources menu at:
wildlifelandtrust.org.au
Want to offer your eco-accommodation?
Just fill out our application form at:
surveymonkey.com/r/WLTSYCSmembers
Or email us at:
wlt@hsi.org.au

Base Camp Tasmania, Derwent Valley TAS

Seatrees Farm, Apollo Bay VIC

Taringa, Glenlyon VIC

HSWLT US SANCTUARY PROFILE

Where once monkeys, now murrelet
In 2013 the Humane Society Wildlife Land Trust
was selected by the Thelma Doelger Animal and
Wildlife Preserve Trust to permanently protect
an extraordinary 454 hectare wilderness property
in Sonoma County, California.
Mature forests, including redwoods, oak woodland,
Douglas fir and tanoak forests, cover nearly 90% of
the sanctuary, with grasslands and mixed chaparral
comprising the rest. Portions of the property provide
habitat for the Northern spotted owl and marbled
murrelet (both listed as a threatened species under
the US Endangered Species Act) along with others
of concern such as Humboldt marten, Pacific fisher,
Del Norte salamander, coho and chinook salmon.
Originally used as a family retreat, the property was
also once a sanctuary for primates formerly used in
research. Thelma Doelger took them in and provided
safe, healthy housing and caregivers for them,
expressly to ensure they would have a peaceful life
and humane care for their remaining years.

HUMANE SOCIETY WILDLIFE LAND TRUST UPDATE

Lands in good hands

A new President has been appointed at our US affiliates
the Humane Society Wildlife Land Trust (HSWLT), with Ben
Callison taking the reins of the organisation in May. Ben’s leadership of the HSWLT comes after a successful five-year career
working within The Humane Society of the United States’ Animal
Care Centres, Animal Rescue Team and Humane Society
Veterinary Medical Association.
Ben is welcomed into the role after Acting Executive Director
Marla Wilson kept the Trust operating seamlessly for 16 months

following the tragic loss of long-serving Executive Director
Bob Koons.
Following a recent staff visit to our US offices late last year the
ties between the HSWLT and WLT Australia are as strong as
ever, with increased collaboration and further international
expansion planned.
Ben hopes to make the trip over to Australia to see the fantastic
work WLT sanctuary owners are up to before this year ends.
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THREATENED ECOLOGICAL
COMMUNITY PROFILE

Tuart Woodlands: nominated for a Critically Endangered listing under the
Federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) this year by the WLT/Humane Society International

Tuart (Eucalyptus gomphocephala) Woodlands
meet 5 of 6 criteria for being threatened
The Tuart Woodlands occur along a 400km stretch by the coast
on the Swan Coastal Plain bioregion in Western Australia, spanning
from Jurien Bay to the Sabina River.
The community is commonly found on the lower side of coastal sand
dunes, with some movement inland along river banks, and grows in
alkaline, well-drained soils. The main distinguishing feature separating
the Tuart Woodlands from other habitat types surrounding it is the
presence of the glorious Tuart (Eucalyptus gomphocephala) tree itself,
as it is endemic to the Swan Coastal Plain.
While dominated by the Tuart tree, Tuart communities contain an
abundance of other native flora and fauna species. Vegetation typically
present includes peppermints (Agonis flexuosa), candlestick
(Banksia attenuata) and bull (B. grandis) banksias, western sheoaks
(Allocasuarina fraseriana), western woody pears (Xylomelum
occidentale) and a wide variety of grevilleas, dryandras, acacias and
melaleucas. Importantly, the Tuart Woodlands are also home to the
threatened western ringtail possum (Pseudocheirus occidentalis),
as well as other EPBC Act listed species including Baudin’s blackcockatoos (Calyptorhynchus baudinii) and Carnaby's blackcockatoos (Calyptorhynchus latirostris).

A number of ongoing threats, particulary urban expansion, have seen
the pre-European extent of the Tuart Woodlands reduced by around
75%. While researching our nomination it became clear that a lack
of legislative recognition and protection meant the already
battered community had not been considered in the drafting of the
Perth and Peel Growth Plan for 3.5 million, a plan which if implemented
unaltered will significantly impact upon the Woodlands, both in direct
clearing and other associated effects such as water drawdown.
With the considerable evidence of the currently unrecognised threat
status of the Tuart Woodlands presented throughout the WLT/HSI
submission—our scientific analysis persuasively demonstrating that
the Woodlands meet a whopping five of the six criteria for listing
as a Threatened Ecological Community (TEC)—we are optimistic
regarding their prioritisation for an EPBC Act assessment that will
ensure proper consideration in urban planning. A successful
nomination will trigger a comprehensive assessment and prompt
the Federal Minister for the Environment to provide this vital
wildlife habitat the recognition it desperately requires, with such
a listing being the most appropriate and effective form of
protection currently available to the Tuart Woodlands.

Other HSI/WLT Threatened Ecological Community nominations in 2016:
• Banded Ironstone Formation Vegetation Complex within Mallee and
Shrubland areas of the Yalgoo, Coolgardie and Avon Wheatbelt bioregions
• Darwin sandsheet heath (with Environment Centre NT)
• Tasmanian Eucalyptus viminalis Wet Forest on basalt
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SPECIES PROFILE

Barking gecko
an Underwoodisaurus by any other name

Ask an Australian about geckos and the chances are the common
house gecko (Hemidactylus frenatus) will spring to mind; arguably
our most invasive reptile and the only introduced gecko species.
It is unfortunate that more attention isn’t given to the 140-odd
currently recognised native gecko species, their diversity—from
bold patterns to spiny tails to cryptic camouflage—being nothing
short of incredible.
One noteworthy variety is the barking gecko (Underwoodisaurus
milii), which is known to inhabit dozens of Wildlife Land Trust
sanctuaries (including Jarowair in Queensland, pictured below).
Named after their distinctive call, this gecko produces a surprising
guttural bark defensively when threatened or annoyed, as well as
when mating. The average adult barking gecko weighs 20-25
grams with a body length of approximately 10-12 centimetres.
Distinguished from other gecko species in part by their darker
purple-brown colour, barking geckos are covered in small raised,
yellow spots called tubercles which are organised in bands along
their heads, bodies and tails. They are also referred to as thicktailed geckos due to their thick, broad tails which taper to a
pointed tip. As is the case with many other lizards, barking
geckos can drop their tails as an added defence mechanism.
They are also known to shed their skin every couple of weeks.

WLT sanctuary
Jarowair in
Queensland provides
a safe haven for this
barking gecko

Unlike many other Australian gecko species which are equipped
with expanded toe pads for extra grip and the ability to navigate
vertical surfaces, the feet of barking geckos are narrower with long
slender digits, having adapted to spending the majority of their
time on the ground. As nocturnal feeders, their diet is mainly of
insects, spiders and other small invertebrates.
Female barking geckos lay a clutch of two parchment-shelled eggs
following a gestation period of about 30 days, which take twice
as long again to hatch. The self-sufficient young are thought to have
a lifespan of several years in the wild and up to 15 years in captivity.
Barking geckos are widely distributed across southern Australia
and can be found everywhere except Tasmania. They tend to live
in wet coastal heathland, wet sclerophyll forest, dry woodlands
and arid scrubland as these habitats provide shelter in rock crevices
and under loose bark and leaves. Studies show these geckos actively
aggregate but despite anecdotal explanations it is not known why.
In terms of taxonomy, barking geckos have had a tumultuous time,
being reclassified over 20 times since discovery in 1823. And over
the last two decades its scientific identity has alternated between
its current name Underwoodisaurus milii and Nephrurus milii
four times.

one of 140-odd
native gecko species,
barks when annoyed
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WILDLIFE LAND TRUST SANCTUARIES

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

New South Wales • 24 new sanctuaries, adding 3,079ha = 171 sanctuaries / 16,777ha
Peppercorn Cottage

Susan Hain

0.81

Grenfell

Faerie Wonderland

Scott Crystal

11.3

Hopkins Creek

Warrawood

Margaret Matthew

85

Gunning

Ukko Jumala

Adam Ahern

4.3

Robertson

Scott and Paula’s Refuge

Scott Morris and Paula Sharkey

204

Warranulla

Moss Creek

Victoria Polasek and Sean Bassett

10

Possum Creek

Bungawalbyn Heights

David Attard

5.3

West Bungawalbyn

Hilma’s Refuge

Hilma Daggar

34.67

Comboyne

Broadwater Ridge

Constance Pribac

273.2

Gibberagee

Tallowood Ridge

Robert Pritchard

34

Cedar Party

Paul’s Refuge

Paul Wilson

43

Green Pigeon

Terry and Jennifer’s Refuge

Terry and Jennifer Graham

8.4

Eungella

Kunedan

Sara and Stuart Dow

45

Kundaberg

Forest Hills

John Kelman

Cluain Meala Sanctuary

1671

Upper Lansdowne

John Woods and Marie Tunks

8

Waterview Heights

Brinawa

Ross Dixon

17

Mount Vincent

Lee’s Refuge

Lee Kingston

2

Teven

Blue Hills

Pamela and Andrew Tilbrook

Karyrie Park

Jane Wilson

65
43.8

Upper Landsdowne
Young

Manda & Sean’s Refuge

Manda Godfrey and Sean Petersen

24

Grassy Head

Bunnoo River Community

Janine Taranto, Julie Newton,
Stewart Tyler, Graham Beston

238

Comboyne

Cloudlands

Anne Elliot

0.4

Katoomba

Somewhere Unique

David Allwood and Murray Groves

8

Wollombi

Bostock

David Wailes and Jan Taylor

243

Pillar Valley

8.09

Scarsdale

Victoria • One new sanctuary, adding 8.09ha = 34 sanctuaries / 1,326ha
Stringybark

William and Kathryn Elder

South Australia • Two new sanctuaries, adding 39.55ha = 14 sanctuaries / 375ha
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Norton Summit Vineyards

Kenn Fisher and Meredyth Taylor

Wandandian

Johan Ramerman

7.5
32.55

Norton Summit
Sandleton

SANCTUARY

OWNER/MANAGER/CUSTODIAN

HECTARES

LOCATION

Tasmania • Five new sanctuaries, adding 34ha = 19 sanctuaries / 925ha
The Wattles

Len Varley and Jackie Cullen

2.6

Forth

Baile

Annie Whitehead and Karen Christie

4.3

Natone

Eagle’s Roost

Helen Robertson

7.3

Rocky Cape

Fiona & Stephen’s Refuge

Fiona and Stephen Thollar

13

Pelverata

Heywood Refuge

Tony and Lyn Heywood

6.8

Crabtree

Queensland • 16 new sanctuaries, adding 170.94ha = 119 sanctuaries / 23,732ha
Durong Dingo Sanctuary

Simon Stretton

18

Durong

Mallee Leucia

Cassandra Sorrenson and Ian Reid

16

Cooktown

Daintree Ice Cream Company

Jenna Rumney and Dave Mainwaring

9

Mossman

Creek Haven

Christine Anderson

1.5

Amamoor

Noosa Private Nature Reserve

Robin Yates Family Trust

45

Pomona

Kangaby Park

Jody O’Regan

5.7

Alton Downs

The Crater Lakes Wildlife Hospital

Katie Courtney

0.8

Peeramon

A & M Sanctuary

Tony and Polly Grech

0.6

Atherton

Lake View

Bruce Smith

1.6

Yungaburra

Speewah Wildlife Refuge

Sarah Miller

1.4

Speewah

Casuarina

Paul and Susan O’Brien

36

Crows Nest

Valley View Reserve

Jessie Donaghey and Stuart Dunstan

7.4

Wongawallan

Sanctuary Retreat

Paul Verity

18.37

Garners Beach

Wallaby Gully

Amy and Owen Langley

4.9

Hervey Range

Maganda Moon

Kim Semple

1.5

Byfield

Susann and Ronald’s Refuge

Susann and Ronald Green

3.17

Pinbarren

8.9

Bejooring

Western Australia • Two new sanctuaries, adding 13.9ha = 21 sanctuaries / 3,103ha
Luton Nature Sanctuary

Tony and Lucy Schaasfma

Waminda Wildlife Sanctuary

Ian and Chaliaw Morris

5

Waggrakine

Over 46,500 hectares of
wildlife friendly habitat
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Join an international network of wildlife sanctuaries

Saving lives by saving land

The Wildlife Land Trust (WLT) is a very inclusive initiative,
as shown by the sizes, uses and locations of our members.
Whether your property is one or 1,000 hectares, a family home,
a working farm or one dedicated to conservation, you’ll be
making a positive difference for native wildlife and habitat
conservation by joining this like-minded network.

Join the

Wildlife
Land
Trust

The WLT encourages private landholders to become part of
this expanding habitat protection effort. The benefits include:
relating your sanctuary’s profile to like-minded people through
our newsletter and website; advice if your property comes
under threat of development; partnership in our nationwide
conservation programs; and participation in WLT member
programs such as the Wildlife Rehabilitators Release Network
and Sanctuaries You Can Stay; and WLT signage and a
membership certificate for your property.

Be part of Australia’s contribution
to an international network of
wildlife sanctuaries.

The program is non-binding and risk-free; there are no costs
or legal obligations. And it complements any existing or future
agreements you make to protect your land. Learn more about
this exciting program at wildlifelandtrust.org.au and also visit
the US-based WLT site at hswlt.org

There are no costs or legal concerns,
just a lot of satisfaction.

Or give Senior Program Manager Evan Quartermain a call on
1800 333 737 or email him at: evan@hsi.org.au
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Like to support the WLT?

Card number:

I wish to make a tax deductible donation of:

Name on card:

$1000

$500

$250

$100

$50

$25 Other: $

Expiry date:

Address:
Postcode:

I am paying by:
Mastercard

Visa

American Express

Cheque

Email:

Money Order

Phone:

Signature

Please mail to: Humane Society International PO Box 439 Avalon, NSW 2107 or donate by telephone (freecall 1800 333 737 ) or visit: www.hsi.org.au

Our mission: Wildlife Land Trust Australia supports landholders to protect
wildlife, and preserves natural habitats and permanent sanctuaries.
Our goal: To protect one million acres of wildlife habitat in Australia and
expand partnerships throughout Africa, India, Asia and globally.
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facebook.com/wltau

twitter.com/wlt_au

Wildlife Land Trust
PO Box 439
Avalon NSW 2107 Australia
Email: wlt@hsi.org.au
www.wildlifelandtrust.org.au
www.hswlt.org
Tel: +61-2 9973 1728
Fax: +61-2 9973 1729
ISBN: 978-0-9944687-3-4

